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The highly anticipated Puzzle Mania event, which consisted of two captivating stages, combined expertise, 

excitement, and a competitive spirit.The event was held in both virtual and physical modes. An online quiz 

was the first round, done on October 27. The final round of the exciting ad dramatization was held in room 

712 on October 30. 

With a total of 20 teams participating in the first online quiz, the event witnessed remarkable 

participation.Out of them, ten teams prevailed in the battle of knowledge and cunning, where ten teams 

engaged in combat. Significance and prominence were added to the event when Dr. Rajiv Jain attended the 

final round as the judge and the distinguished chief guest.He was graciously given a Ganesh murtia as a 

sign of gratitude for being there. 

 

The success of the event was enhanced even more by the judging panel's experience, which included Dr. 

Rajiv Jain, the coordinator of four faculty members. Their insightful analysis and suggestions improved 

the competition. 

During the ultimate round, every team shown remarkable inventiveness, skillfully showcasing their 

advertisements to captivate both the viewers and judges alike."Lemon Tea," which included Megha Bisht, 

Mishthi Chauhan, and Nivedi, won the first place after putting up an incredible performance. The "3 

Musketeers," who were represented by Vishal Singh Dheeran, Alpika Verma, and Harsh Gaur, took the 

second spot. Two teams occupied the third spot. The teams that finished in third place were The Studs, 

which included Rachit Ahhi, Satyam Mittal, and Jatin Dutta, and Team Napoleon, which included Avichal 

Dixit, Ashutosh Bansal, and Prakhar Sharma.  

 

 The whole event was a testament to the extraordinary skill and knowledge displayed by all those involved, 

leaving a lasting impression on all who were a part of it. 

The audience's encouragement, the four judges' advice, the teams' passionate involvement, and the 

organizing team's dedication are all factors in Puzzlemania's success. 


